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Millberry

Union:

Who is in charge here?
S. Alex Stalcup & Phillip Canaday
President, the
Chairman, Commission on
Interschool Affairs ASUC

-

TIMES HAVE CHANGED on the San Francisco campus of the University of California.
New curricula, a new Chancellor, new admissions policies, and a new form of student government — task force participatory democracy.
In this time of newness and constructive
change, it is particularly galling that a peculiar remnant of the old paternalistic styles
of government remain — the "Board of Governors" of the Millberry Union.
The formation of Millberry Union — particularly the controversial vote which gave the
"governors" unlimited powers to set charges
on books and raise compulsory fees — is
shrouded in mysterious history. The present
union is the outgrowth of the foresight and
generosity of the students in the School of
Dentistry, who saw the need for a campus
meeting place and established a canteen
which served as forerunner to Millberry
Union.
The By-Laws ofthe Board were designed by
an AD HOC faculty-student committee. Because of inadequacies in those by-laws, students on the UCSF campus are paying several
times for the same services
with a bare
minimum of student control orreview.
Why have these problems been allowed to
develop? The present problems of the governance of the student union may be understood in an historical perspective. During the
"sleepy '50's" on American campuses, including San Francisco, students allowed their
"governing" to be done for them.
During those apathetic years, the union
director gradually assumed more and more
powers, until the Board became only an advisory body, by default. The following observations are a result:
1. Hiring and firing of student-related
personnel is not subjected'to student review.
2. Students pay steadily increasing compulsory fees (without being permitted to vote),
while faculty and staff have the OPTION of
joining the union.
3. The Recreation Department (pool,
gym, etc.) is not supported by union dues but
from student incidental fees, (again, compulsory). The faculty and staff (who can use the
athletic facilities free as members) pay .their
union dues i
union dues into the Millberry Union general
fund. Consequently, students are subsidizing
the use of these facilities for faculty and staff
who pay nothing for their use.
4. The fees and towel rentals which guests
(non-members) pay for use of the athletic faculties total $28,000. but do not go to support
the departments' sagging budget
this
$28,000 goes into the Millberry Union general
fund.
5. The programming activities of Millberry Union are almost completely supported
by student incidental fees (compulsory) and a
state-wide endowment fund. The programs
are planned by employees of Millberry Union,
without asking students what they want to
see. Although students pay, anyone can go
free.
6. The director of Millberry Union has
been shown to be sensitive to attempts at censorship of art exhibits and programs — he
gives in. An effort was recently made to prevent Black playright Leßoi Jones' play
'Dutchman" from being shown. After an outcry from concerned students, the play will
be shown. Following protests from three faculty members, the union director ordered that
posters being sold to support SF State strikers
could not be sold at Millberry Union. Since the
director can act independently of student
opinion, the order was never countermanded.
7. The food services offered by the union
have routinely lost money. Profits from the
BOOKSTORE go to make up the deficits.
Students were not asked if they wished to pay
more for books and supplies in order to support the cafeteria.
8. Although the cafeterias are crowded
during noon, the faculty club, which occupies
a substantial portion of the first floor, continues to serve only selected faculty. Interestingly, faculty are not required to pay Millberry Union dues to belong to the exclusive
faculty club.

—
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Unapologetic Participant

9. Despite the fact that Dental students
were most instrumental in founding Millberry Union and contribute very heavily to
its budget through their required large expenditures in the bookstore, first year dental
students were unable to .charge their expensive first year dental kits this year. An order
from Chancellor Philip Lee was required to
countermand a Board of Governors policy
which prohibited charge accounts for first
year students.
Who belones to the Board of Governors? Two students are elected trom nursing,
dentistry, pharmacy and the graduate division. In medicine, two students are "selected".
By and large, the students are very concerned,
committed individuals. However, most students on the Board are confused as to their
as to their role and responsibilities.
At a meeting of the Board on Saturday,
October 18th, it was reported that one student
member said, "I think its wrong for me to
make all those decisions about prices and
athletics for the people who are really affected. Sometimes I feel like I'm playing God."
In addition to the elected and "selected"
student membership, there is one faculty
member from each school. Their method of
selection is left to the Dean of each school.
They are not elected. Further membership
comes from the various alumni associations.
These "Governors" are appointed also.
The Chairman of the Board is a graduate
student, Paul Ehrlich, who serves double
duty as President of the Graduate Students
Association. It is possible under the present
system that the job of Board Chairman is so
unimportant as to require only one half of the
interest of one person?
A study of the governance of Millberry
Union raises several pertinent questions:
—Since athletics and programs are paid for
by other student fees, where does the $30.75
per year, Union dues paid compulsorily by
students GO? What does it by?
—How can the Board of Governors levy increasing charges on students without being
required to go to them for permission, by vote,
as did the ASUC last year?
—Why do faculty and alumni have representation on the Board when they are not required to join, as are all students?
—Why is there no student control over programming for arts and lectures, and the athletic programs?

MANY QUESTIONS have been raised.
Clearly there needs to be a more thorough
study of the Unions' operation. This demands
a strong committment by all those presently
on the Board to be more introspective about
their own roles and to open up their administrative process to much broader and more intensive student initiative and review.
In the next issue of vy/M/w , proposals
for revising the governing structure will be
made. According to Regents' rules, a student
vote can alter or abolish the Board of Governors and substitute a different system of
government. It is time for concerned students
to take a hard, close
look at Millberry
Union.

, Various people who saw me participating
in the peace vigil at the staff entrance of the
Langley Porter Clinic last Wednesday have
wondered why I took part.
Here is my summary answer to anyone who
wants to know:
(1) I strongly feel that those dear to us who
have been killed or maimed or wounded in the
Vietnam conflict should not have been killed
or have suffered or suffer in vain.
(2) I wish for the spiritual leadership of our
country, i.e., a way of life as expressed in our
Declaration of Independence and the Constitution; I am a convinced anti-communist,
have always rejected dialectic materialism as
the basic principle of social action and always
will, as far as I can see into the future.
(3) I consider that the exercise of that leadership is at the present time in relation to
Vietnam much more challenged by our own
self-righteousness than by communist power,
and in general, much more by the ideological
lure of communism than by the military.
There is no better defense for the Russian
hypocrisy to have accepted an invitation to
come to Czechoslovakia than to point to our
continued presence in Vietnam.
(4) I despise as hypocrisy and pseudopatriotism the attitude of those who allow our youth
to be killed, maimed or wounded in Vietnam
without having the courage to declare war on
North Vietnam and thereby to accept themselves the deprivations of war and sacrifices
of service.
(5) From these points of view we do nothing
but betray our spiritual heritage when we
continue to stay in Vietnam and betray those
all over the world who have or had trust in our
faith and our willingness to act on it. Like
Churchill, in choosing allies in World War 11,
I would accept an offer of assistance from the
devil for getting our troops out of Vietnam
immediately. Our only obligation to fulfill is
the responsibility for the lives and safety ofthe
poor, i.e., poor, refugees (see the role that the
Swedes are willing to assume; Examiner, October 14, 1969). Everything else to me is
rationalization ofpride.
For any further discussion call ext. 2458 or
1011.
Otto E. Guttentag, M.D.
Professor of Medical Philosophy,
Emeritus
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The essential amounts of the incidental fee
allotment remains approximately the same,
i.e. there were few major budget changes or
"reallocations" to other areas. The budget
merely reflects that the SHS must remain
within its allocated budget rather than enjoying the privilege of a $20,000. over-run (last
year) and a projected $40,000. over-run for
this year. The decision as to which services
would have to be cut was made by the Student
Health Service administrator, Dr. John Lagen.
The lack of additional funds to cover the over-

Student health
DEAR SIR:

Concerning the recent controversy involving the Student Health Service, the following
points should be made, not to solve the problem, but to correctly direct the criticism to the
appropriate areas.
THE QUESTION of misrepresentation has
been rather freely thrown about. If members
of the ASUC feel that they have been misrepresented (so far, only letters from graduate
students have been received) then it was the
ASUC President,
Mr. Stalcup. I attended
all of the SHS meetings at which the PRELIMINARY decisions concerning service cuts
were dicusssed.
The final decision concerning budget restrictions resides solely within the Chancellor's office. Student control and administration of the incidental fee budget is an IDEAL

which is now, unfortunately, fantasy rather than
fact.

Recent reductions in
student health services
STATEMENT BY CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE
REGARDING REGISTRATION FEES
AS THEY RELATE TO THE RECENT
REDUCTIONS IN STUDENT HEALTH
SERVICES

REGISTRATION FEES (formally Incidental Fees) have been assessed and collected
for a number of decades by the Regents of
the University of California. In general, the
Regents have determined that these fees
should be used for various student services
which are normally available at colleges or
universities but which the State of California
does not provide for in its budget support to
the University.
All programs to be funded from this source
of funds must be approved by the Regents
upon recommendation of the Chancellor. The
Chancellor, however, does have the authority
to alter the scope of programs to meet the
funds available.
Oh this campus a committee was appointed
by the Chancellor to advise on the use of Registration Fees. This committee is composed of
students, faculty, and representatives of the
administration. It is interesting to note that
in recent years five campuses of the University (including this campus) have started such
committees which include student participation.

run (as was the case last year) is directly the
result of budget cuts on a university-wide
level. The rising cost of health care and decreased allocation of university-wide funds
necessitated a decrease of services.
Hence, following the recommendation of
the SHS, the well-documented cuts were
made. A charge was made that a referendum
should have been held. If so, what
would have been the choices? There is not
enough money in the budget to provide the
same services. Student Health must stay within its budget.
THE LOSS of the insurance aspect of the
prescriptions covered has hopefully been restored in the guise of endowment funds to
cover those with excessive drug expenses, i.e.,
those exceeding $20. ~
As Health Science students on this campus

we are closer to the realities of the economics
of health care delivery. Like the patients we
serve, we are caught between using costs for
health care and decreasing revenues. The
blame for cutting the services in Student
Health properly resides in Sacramento, where
a hostile state administration is steadily reducing our budgets.
THE STUDENTS of this campus will be
represented in future changes in Student
Health by the ASUC Commission on Internal
Affairs, Chuck Payton, Chairman. This commission is presently undertaking a study of
student health services in hopes of preparing
alternatives among which students will be encouraged to choose, by referendum vote. Ongoing reports from the commission's study
will be presented in SYNAPSE.
Sincerely yours,
R. Dennis Spain
Vice President, the ASUC

THE SCOPE and magnitude of the Student
Health Services budget problem did not come
clearly into focus until early September. At
that time, an immediate decision had to be
made as to what should be done with the programs funded from Registration Fees in order
to stay within budgetary limitations. Since
other programs financed by this source of
funds were comparatively small, it became
obvious that the only choice was to reduce the
scope of the Student Health Services.
The specific areas of reduction were discussed by Vice Chancellor Bennett, Student
Health Services Director Lagen, Assistant
Vice Chancellor Suelzle, Mr. Stalcup and Mr.
Spain. Since our usage per student is much
higher than that of any other campus of the
University of California, a $1.00 per visit fee
was discussed which might both generate
additional income and reduce usage. This
alternative was discarded at the time because
it was felt that broad student reaction should
be sought before embarking on such a program.
THE CHANCELLOR finally approved the
reduction of several services, the primary
one of which was to require students to pay
for pharmacy prescriptions. This was later
amended to require students to pay for prescriptions up to $20 per year. Upon approving
this course of action, it was anticipated that
the reduction in these specific services might
be only temporary for this year.
The understanding is that the ASUCMC
Commission of Internal Affairs together with
representatives of the administration will
look at a variety of alternatives for providing
student health coverage on this campus, and
will through SYNAPSE and other media gain
wide spread student reaction to these alternatives. Perhaps a student referendum will
be required on the specific alternatives, one
of which could be instituted next year.
ONE OTHER POINT should be considered
concerning Registration Fees. Salary costs
and hospitalization costs will continue to increase. Therefore, if there is no increase in
the Registration Fees next year, additional
small reductions will have to be made in the
programs to be funded from this fee next year.
However, in order to raise the Registration
Fee the Regents must approve an increase for
all campuses.

Dr. Philip R; Lee I

Inaugural
Dr. Philip Randolph Lee will be inaugurated as chancellor of the University of California, San Francisco Medical Center in a
day-long Inaugural Symposium on Saturday,
November 1. Site of activites willl be the
Medical Sciences auditorium on campus.
Chancellor Lee, formerly Assistant Secretary for Health and Scientific Affairs ofHEW,
will be inaugurated in ceremonies beginnings
at 4:00 p.m. UC President Charles J. Hitch
will preside.
Keynote Address
Dr. Roger 0. Egeberg, Assistant Secretary
for Health and Scientific Affairs, Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, Washing-,
ton, D.C., will give the keynote address at
8:30 a.m. He will be introduced by UCSF
Dean of Pharmacy Dr. Jere Goyan.
Inaugural addresses will be given by Dr.
Franklin D. Murphy, former chancellor at
UCLA, now Chairman of the Board, TimesMirror Co. Los Angeles, and Chancellor Lee.
Other speakers at the inaugural ceremonies
include S. Alex Stalcup, president, Associated
Students, UCSF, and a third year medical
student; and Dr. Robert M. Featherstone,
chairman, San Francisco division of the Academic Senate, and chairman of the department of pharmacology, UCSF.
Panel Discussion
Theme of the day-long inaugural symposium is "Health Sciences and the Community."
A panel discussion on "Education in the
Health Sciences" follows Dr. Egeberg's address at 10:30 a.m. Dr. Malcolm S. M. Watts,
associate dean, school of medicine, UCSF,
will preside, Dr. Lloyd H. Smith, chairman,
department of medicine, UCSF, will act as
moderator.
Panel members of the morning discu
moderator.
Panel members of the morning discussion
include Dr. John A. Biles, dean, school of
pharmacy, University of Southern California;
Jo Eleanor Elliott, director of nursing programs, Western Council for Higher Education; Dr. James A. Shannon, special advisor
to the President of the National Academy of
Sciences; Dennis Spain, vice president, Associated Students, UCSF and a third year dental
student; and Dr. Joseph F. Volker, presidentelect, University of Alabama.
Afternoon Program
The afternoon program begins at 2:00 p.m.
with a panel discussion "The Health Sciences
Campus and Its Community." Presiding is
Dr. Philip R. Weinstein, president, Association of Interns and Residents, UCSF. Dr.
Leonard J. Duhl, special assistant to the secretary, Department of Housing and Urban
Development, Washington, DC, will act as
moderator.
Panel members in the afternoon include
Donald Barr, second year medical student;
Dr. Arthur H. Coleman, Chief Administrator
and Medical Director, Hunter's Point-Bay view Community Health Service; Geraldine
Rickman, Director, Community Opportunity
Programs in Education, San Diego County;
and Dr. George Silver, Executive Associate,
The Urban Coalition.
Invocation
Invocation at the inauguration ceremonies
will be given by Chaplain Charles Carroll;
benediction by Chaplain John M. Ring.
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A modern western with
Cassidy, a likeable outlaw

Friday Night Film Series

October 31: TORN CURTAIN
(Color) Starring Paul Newman, Julie
Andrews, and Lila Keidrova. An Alfred
Hitchcock thriller about the adventures of Newman and Miss Andrews in an unfriendly European country and their efforts to extricate themselves.
7:30 p.m. in Toland Hall.
General 75*
Students 50*.

Ski cabin rental
Last year students on this campus organized and enjoyed a cabin in Squaw Valley Ski area as an extension
of the Medical Center Ski Club activities.
However, again membership is limited by the size of
the beautiful chalet and only to those who have paid
incidental lees on this campus.
The rental of this cabin in the high sierras located in
Squaw Valley is LOW. Each member pays only $50.00
as his share of the five month ski season cabin rental
(Dec. 5 to May 5).
only a few memberships arc left. InterJoin now
ested persons should notify Carol Cox in the Recreation
Deadline tor sign-ups
Department. Rm. 243. M.U.
is Friday. October 31st.

—

—

George Roy Hill is one director that loves
his films. His latest, "Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid" is as he says, "my best film
since 'The World of Henry Orient.
"This was a fun movie to do. I'd just let the
cameras roll and let the actors, Paul Newman,
Robert Redford and Katherine Ross, do what
they felt like. In several scenes if you could
hear what they were saying, Redford would
be saying to Newman, 'What is Hill up to?
We've finished the scene what do we do
now?'," Hill said.
New Devices
Hill, who lives in-New York and flies himself around the country in his plane which he
pilots, has instituted many new and very successful devices in the film. He used washed out
colors, faded hues, still shots that resemble
old photographs and slow motion (which he
employed several years before anyone else in
"Henry Orient".
Modern Music
He also used modern music instead of the
traditional western theme music. "This is a
modern western and so we had to use modern
music. Several New York critics really
knocked me for it though," he said. The music
is now being played on local rock stations. One
is sung by B. J. Thomas.
Deals in Humor
"Butch Cassidy" deals in humor. "We didn't
want to use a lot of violence and there is only
one scene that is violent. It was done in slow
motion also, to show the devastation and forror felt by Butch when he had to kill for the
first time.
"He was really a remarkable person. He
was a real person that lived at one time in
Utah and Wyoming. Although he was an outlaw he never killed anyone till the end of his
career.
"Many of the events in the film were also
true. Hariman really hired a super group to
track Cassidy and there really was a man on
the train named Woodcock that was blown up
twice trying to protect the money from Cassidy. The only thing that was not true was the
fact that Cassidy did not stick around when he
heard that the law was after him. He left the
country because he wanted to avoid any
violent confrontation.
Not Violent
"He was not a standard outlaw. He was not
violent and he never used his guns until the
last part of his career. He was clever and always kept ahead of the law. And although he

was a gentle person he ruled one ofthe tough-

est gangs in the west.

Affable Outlaw
"He was a likeable, affable outlaw (the
Governor ofWyoming, the Pinkertons and the
prison guards all liked him. I guess that is why
there has never been a film about him before.
No one wanted to touch an outlaw like him",
Hill explained.
In relationship to censorship Hill said that
he had little trouble with "Cassidy" except
for one scene, but that is not his first problem
with censors. When he did "Judgment at
Nuremberg" on television, the sponsor was a
gas company and everytime it was mentioned
that the Jewish people have been killed with
gas, the word gas was bleeped.
"Soul Withering"
"It must be soul withering for a censor to
be a moral censor for the population. The
present rating system is more an advisory
scale for parents than anything else. Censorship is more for children. The public should
be informed before they go into a theater,
however censorship should begin and stay at
home," he said.
When asked what Paul Newman is like
Hill said that he is extremely tired of people
asking him what Newman is really like, so he
has tried to think up things to knock Newman. "He tells lousy jokes", he said. That was
all he could think of however and then said
that Newman was one ofthe nicest people and
most intelligent he had ever met.
Super Star
"Robert Redford will someday be a super
star, but I'm not so sure if that's what he
wants. He's a very private person and doesn't
like the part of show business where his life
is not always his own. The only other thing I
have to say about Redford is that he was always late to the set.
"They are both great guys and it was marvelous working with them, corny as that may
sound," he said.

KUTS by KATHY
MENS RAZOR AND
KUTS
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P*ni. — 2 a.m.

Top Soul Music & Entertainment in San Francisco
Dance to the Music of

B

211 HUGO STREET

■-!

***■

SANFRANCISCO
2BLOCKS FROM U.C.

TEL. 664-1742

$1.00 OFF ANY HAIRCUT WITH THIS AD

The Funky Irving Street Soul Band
And the New Kynne Winston Show

-

Special

Two Large Oance Floors Plenty of Parking in Rear
Cover charge Wednesday, Friday, Saturday

50% UC Medical Center Student Discount
Present I.D. & Student Union Card at door

-

-

Happy Hours 5 p.m. 9 p.m.
j

Pitcher $1.00
Coctailssoc Beer 35c
Bth Aye. & Irving (Sunset District) near Golden Gate Park

627 IRVING ST.
at 7th Aye.

I• *
PHONE 731-8270

™
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Thirteenth Annual
Film Festival

photo by Victor dc la Cruz

of the rrcent features of Gandhi Centenary Week
the
Committee
on Arts and Lectures. Robert Holcomb on flute,
Oct. 13-18, planned by
Hammond
and
on veena.
Randy
Robbie Basho on guitar,
"Raga Improvisations" was one

The schedule for the 13th Annual Film Festival is proving itself to be a fuller, longer and
more varied program than in any other year.
Films represent 17 countries including Luxembourg and Senegal. Several films claim
mixed nationality and typify today's international trend in movie-making.
The festival will run till November 2. The
festival celebrity series, or retrospectives will
consist of seven afternoon tributes at 1 p.m.
Miss Bette Davis will be honored Saturday,
November 1 with a morning showing at 11:00
of her 1950 hit, "AH About Eve."
The midnight show October 31 will feature
"Popcorn," a collage of impressions of Pop
artists (like the Rolling Stones, Otis Redding
and Mick Jagger). This film was made by a
young Australian filmmaker, Peter Clifton.
Monday, October 27 at 6:15 p.m. "Goto, L'
He D'Amour" from France, a romantic fantasy selected for entry at the New York Film
Festival will be shown. That night at 9:00
"The Honeycomb" from Spain will have its
U.S. Premiere. Carlos Saura's film stars Geraldine Chaplin and Per Oscarsson.
Tuesday, October 28 at 6:15 p.m. "The Red
and The White" from Hungary will be shown.
At 9 p.m. "Deserters and the Nomads" from
Czechoslovakia will be featured.
Wednesday, October 29 at 6:15 p.m. "Hunting Scenes from Bavaria," a forceful study of
aggression and an entrant in the Cannes
Film Festival will be shown. At 9 p.m. "Boy"
from Japan.
Thursday, October 30 at 6:15 p.m. "Monsieur Hawarden" an entry from the Netherlands and Belgium tells of a haunting tale of
identity. At 9 p.m. "Death of a Jew," from
Israel will premiere.
Friday, October 31 at 7 p.m. "Bofors Gun"
from Great Britain starring David Warner
will be shown. At 9:45 p.m. "A Nest of Gentry" from U.S.S.R. premieres.
Saturday, November 1 at 7 p.m. "Ma Nuit
Chez Maud" from France, a hit at the Cannes
Film Festival and New York Film Festival
will be shown. At 9:45 p.m. "Sympathy For
the Devil" from Great Britain, starring the
Rolling Stones is Godard's first film in English.
The festival is open to the public and tic-'
kets are on sale at the Masonic Auditorium
from noon to 6 p.m. for $3 and $3.50.

:

Calendar of Events

I

TODAY

12 noon. M.U. Gym —Committee on Arts and Lectures.

WEDNESDAY

Black Rage: One Year Later Price The Role of Personality and BeFRIDAY
havior Patterns in the PathCobbs, M.D. Lecture. 12
What
are
the
pros and cons of the
Comogenesis of Coronary Artery
noon. M.U..Lounge
various
ethics?
Dr. Chauncey
Ray
Rosenman,
and
Lectures.
Disease.
H.
mittee on Arts
DiscusLeake.
Informal
D.
M.D., Cardiologist, Asst. Dision on philosophy. 12 noon.
Inrector,
The
Harold
Brunn
Interpretations of Brain Behavior
Toland Hall, U.C. Hospital.
stitute (Cardiovascular ReCorrelates. GardnerQuarton,
Coffee and Cookies.
Zion
Hossearch),
Mount
Mental Health Research
Institute, University of Michipital, S.F., 11-12 noon. Langley Porter Aud.
Dept of Whisper's Pacific Voyage. Film
gan. 3:30 p.m. Conference
(Part II). 12 noon. M.U.
of
Psychiatry.
Room 758, Department
Committee on Arts and
Gym
Physiology, Med. Sci. Bldg.
Lectures.
Plague
on
Your
Children.
Interdisciplinary Training A
Film 12 noon. Med. Sci.
Program, LPNI.
Aud. Committee on Arts Torn Curtain. Film. 7:30 p.m.
Med. Sci. Aud. Admission:
and Lectures.
TUESDAY
students 50c, General 75c.
Friday Night Film Series.
A Medical Adventure in the Ama- Enzyme Induction in Mammalian
Cells.
Gordon
Dr.
TompOrthozon. Dr. Jack Tupper,
SATURDAY
kins, biochemistry. Seminar.
pedic Surgeon and Charlott
Inauguration
Symposium. Philip
1259
HSW:
p.m.,
for
4:30
Schulz, Administration
R. Lee, M.D. inaugurated as
Dept. of Pharmacology.
the Binder Schweitzon AmaChancellor of the University
zonian Hospital Foundation.
of California San Francisco
THURSDAY
Special Lecture and film. 12
Medical Center. All day beAud.—The
noon. Med. Sci.
ginning with keynote address
George Williams Hooper Whisper's Pacific Voyage. Film
at
9:30 a.m. Med. Sci. Aud.
by
narrated
Hal
Roth.
(Part
I)
Foundation.

—

—

—

—

Cresalia Jewelers
278 Post St.
2nd Floor-Since 1912

EVENT

■

©
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THIHK

STAN CARLSEN

vw

1900-19th Avenue

564-5900

in Fine

FAIL CERAMIC WORKSHOP
BEGINNING CLASSES HELDMTW EVENINGS
FOR STUDENTS AND THE AWARE
13521RV1N6 STREET CORNER ISTH AVENUE PHONE 564-9093 w 6214485

The Graduate Student Association will have a general
meeting tomorrow at noon in
300 HSW.

WHEN YOU THINK

| Buy Direct & Save Up To 50%
Quality Diamonds
Specialist
Silverware - Clocks
I -Pearls - Jade - Wedding Sets Available
1

pottery classes

NEW YORK $135

ROUND TRIP
|
I 1.LEAVE DEC. 19 RETURN JAN. 3
I 2. LEAVE DEC. 20 RETURN JAN. 4

Designing

S

I

I
M

■

LONDON $249
|
■
TRIP
ROUND
■
■
■
■ LEAVE DEC. 19 RETURN JAN. 4
IS LIMITafB |
I JIISIJtVf MOW-SPACE
and
v fptulty, staff

I Thetc flight* an open to student
I

1

I■
I

B

B
■

I

FOR RESERVATION OR INFORMATION

Bj
H
■

MAIL TODAYFOR FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION

■

employees

their immediate family.

PHONE (415) 392-85 f 3

SIHT

——

725 IRVING STREET
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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m

H
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CHARTER FUGHTS

90s Market St., San Francitco, Calif 94103
Plmm mell me InfemMrtien on flight!
NAME

I

WELLS FARGO BANK

—

*"■•»■

H

I

■

CONVENIENT BANKING SERVICE
Public Parking Now Available
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By Sharon Gold
At 12 noon, on January 23. 1969. a thousand
strikers and strike supporters gathered at a rally in
the middle of San Francisco State's campus. The
rally lasted only 25 minutes when the police surrounded and busted 435 of us, charging us with three
misdemeanors: disturbing the peace, failure to disperse, and unlawful assembly.
Before the trials began, our lawyers filed motions
for individual trials. The judges decided this would
be too expensive and time-consuming for the courts,
so they bunched us into groups of from 5 to 12 peo-

pie.

So far, 20 groups —167 people—have gone
trial. Of these people, accused of the same charges
for the same act. with identical evidence brought
against them:
42 have been acquitted of all 3 charges;
35 received mixed hung juries and acquittals, some
have been retired, others had charges dropped;
3 I were convicted of one or two charges;
66 were convicted of all 3 charges.
Several judges have exercised their prerogatives as
preservers of civic order by remanding "dangerous"
strikers into custody immediately after conviction.
This is totally unprecedented in misdemeanor cases.
The strikers are forced to spend 21 days in jail before sentencing because the judges determine that
they are a menace to the community. One such menace had a criminal record which consisted of having
staged a peaceful sit-in with 5 other people on the
steps of the Atomic Energy Commission back in 1961,
to protest the U.S. use of the nuclear bomb.
Chief Probation Officer Cavanaugh has ordered
all the P.O.'s to recommend mandatory jail terms
for all people convicted in the mass bust trials, regardless of prior record. One probation officer's job
went on the line when she testified in court that,
contrary to orders, she was recommending no jail
term for her defendan
to

ferred

out

of San Francisco.

According to lawyers from the public defenders
office, the judges usually give either suspended sentences or 5 days in jail to people convicted for the
first time of a misdemeanor. The judges have sentenced most of the convicted strikers to jail terms
ranging from 3 months to one year in jail for their
participation in the rally. Furthermore, as the trials
continue, the sentences get higher. Lst May and June,

strikers got either 15 days in jail, 90 days suspended
and a year probation, or else 45 days in jail. In July
and August, they got 30 to 60 days in jail, 180 suspended, and 2 to 3 years probation, or else 6 months
in jail.
The usual cost of an appeal bond in a misdemeanor
case is twice the amount of the original bail. Bail was
set lor most of the mass bust arrestees at $350 per person. But the judges are setting the majority of appeal
bonds at anywhere from $1500 to $6250, in an attempt to intimidate us from appealing the convictions.
Political Trials

As the Movement increases in strength, the State
steps up its use of the courts as a major tool of repression. "Impartial" trials are a fantasy as more and
more decisions are handed down for political reasons.
Broadly defined, all criminal trials of poor people,
third world people and youth can be called political
trials for two main reasons. First, because these
groups of people are the most severely exploited by
the political and economic institutions of a capitalist
society. Second, the decision to prosecute some
crimes and dismiss others is a political decision.

Bank presidents decide to set interest rates so high
that millions of people remain in debt for most of
their working lives; bank presidents are rarely, if ever,
prosecuted for these criminal acts. Drug manufacturers set prices so high that people's lives are endangered because they cannot afford the necessary
medicine; no grand juries indict the medicine-makers
for attempted murder. Instead, black and latino youth
crown the dockets of the court calendars.
In a narrower sense, a political trial is one in which
an individual or group is selected for criminal prosecution for actions that stem out of their political beliefs. Categorizing the charges as misdemeanor or
felony is incidental to the political action; local
courts have no category for political crimes (expect
for conspiracy).
The major differences between the two kinds of
charges is that the jail penalty on a felony is much
higher than on a misdemeanor, and that factual evidence in a felony case tends to have more relevance
to the outcome of the trial than in a misdemeanor
case.
No Juries of our Peers

For each group trial, about 125 prospective jurors
are questioned. Of these, approximately 8 are black,
one a student, one a young worker under 25. Our
juries are overwhelmingly white and over 35. They
consist of skilled workers, usually supervisors, small
businessmen, housewives, retired people, and managers in large corporations.
Why can't we get tried by juries of our peers—
third world people, poor people and youth? First, because jury lists arc selected from registered voters,
and most of our peers can't afford to live on the $6

COURTS SAY
off the people
or $7 a day the city pays for jury duty, and few employers will compensate their workers adequately
for performing their "civic duty." Third, because the
D.A. excludes anyone from sitting on the jury who
might have the vaugest concern about educational
problems, or the oppression of third world people.
The list of organizations, membership in which disqualifies a juror, according to the D.A. includes
SANE, American Friends Service Committee, and
the NAACP, as well, of .course, as the strike-support
organizations and the Panthers. To balance the list,
the D.A. also includes the American Independent
Party, the Minutemen, and the American Nazi Party
The Commonwealth Club made up of the chief
capitalists of San Francisco who gave Hayakawa a
standing ovation, is not on the list.
Another basis for exclusion by the D.A. is association with a church-goer. If the prospective juror has a
friend or relative who ever contributed to the upkeep
of Glide Memorial Church, Sacred Heart Church,
Fellowship Church of St. Peter's Church—all of these
churches permitted striker meetings to be held on
their premises—the juror is disqualified. He's been
prejudiced in favor of the defendants, by remote control association.

..

.

The D.A.'s Case
The D.A. has no evidence to prove the 3 charges
against the strikers. The assembly wasn't unlawful because Hayakawa's edict banning rallies was simply
administrative fiat, not legislative act. Nobody's peace
was disturbed; nobody filed a complaint against the
strikers for making too much noise. Even the D.A.'s
chief witnesses, faculty from the Business, Physical
Education and History departments, testified they
kept teaching their classes throughout the rally. The
strikers all testified they couldn't hear the words of
the police order to disperse given over the loud speaker; besides which, they had nowhere to disperse to,
since the police had them completely surrounded.
With absolutely no evidence to back up the charges,
the D.A.'s resort to building their whole case on the
emotional appeal to the jurors fears of violence—student violence, not police violence.
But the major problem for the D.A. is that nothing
happened on the 23rd. People didn't even get a
chance to brandish a menacing picket stick before
they were busted. So the D.A. has to prove to the
jury that all State strikers, by definition, were violent, and those particular strikers would ahve used
violence on the 23rd if the police hadn't prevented
it by arresting them.
To demonstrate his first point, and to show that
somebody's peace was disturbed, the D.A. has his
faculty witnesses testify their peace was disturbed because they were apprehensive during the rally. They
were afraid that, after the rally their peace might be
disturbed by strikers invading classes, breaking windows, shouting obscenities, etc. Their fear was based
on their experience with past rallies, so they said.
The strategy of the D.A.'s argument is that by
establishing the state of mind of his witnesses, he is
able to inject into the trial all the material calculated
to play on the fears of the jurors. The judges allow the
D.A.'s to do this, even though, theoretically, nothing
that happened prior to the 23rd, or any evidence not
related to the particular defendant on trial, is supposed to be introduced as evidence.
To demonstrate his second point, the D.A. treats
the jury to a trip to "McDonagh's Hideaway," a
room on the second floor of City Hall in which the
D.A. in charge of coordinating the mass bust prosecutions. Marty McDonagh has carefully laid out an
arsenal of all the weapons collected from arrestees
and non-arrestees on the 23rd. Weapons range from
nail files to picket sticks, with an occasional pool
ball. The D.A. doesn't allege that any of the defendants used these weapons on that day. only that we
might have, if the police hadn't broken up the rally.
Repression from the Bench

The San Francisco judges have played a key role

in the State's repression of the strike. Two weeks after
the strike broke out last November, the judges got
together and decided that no people arrested at State
would be released on their own recognizance. (The
judge's determination is supposed to be based solely

on whether he believes the defendant will make his

court appearance, not on the reasons for his arrest).
During the mass bust. Judge Mana unilaterally decided that none of the 435 would get out on OR. The
result: we had to pay a total of $70,000 in bail for our

700 brothers and sisters arrested during the course of
the 4-'/2-month-long strike. Very profitable for the
insurance companies who get the lion's share of the
bonds
man's cut.
According to a Chronicle editorial of Feb. 6. 1969,
all the judges were called to Sacramento by East Bay
legislator Don Mulford, to discuss the State trials.

—

The judges were warned that their political careers
were in jeopardy if they didn't make sure that the
trials resulted in convictions and heavy sentences.
During the course of the State trials, Judges Mana,
Merrill and Calcagno—none of whom have acquired
a reputation for leniency toward the strikers—have
been promoted to Superior Court judgeships. A job
well done.
The judges say that neither racism in the college
nor police brutality on the campus are on trial. Only
the defendants for their three charges. Nothing prior
to the 23rd is relevant. Yet they allow the D.A.'s to
build their whole case on the "violence" on the campus prior to the 23rd, by the simple judicial device of
over-ruling all the defense lawyers' objections. They
even accompany the D.A.'s guided tour to
"McDonagh's Hideaway.
The judges find it hard to restrain their prejudice
against the strikers. Judge Reynolds introduced his
close friend, the daddy of the D.A., to the jury in
the middle of the trial. Judge Eyman told me the
jury that campus disorders were caused by faculty
who use their position to teach students disloyalty to
American institutions. Judge Arnold instructed the
jury that the real issue in these trials was whether the
campus would be ruled by the administration or by a
mob.

Our Defense
Our defense is on two fronts: against the charges,
and against the whole court system. Our strategy to
combat the charges aims at building a political defense which uses all available means within the courtroom procedure to educate the jury about the politics
of the strike, while at the same time striving to win
our cases so that people don't have to spend six
months in jail for the crime of attending a rally.
The political defense consists of a combination of
factual evidence to prove our "innocence" of the
charges, some minimal reliance on free speech and
assembly issues, and a heavy emphasis on establishjng the motivations of the defendants who participated in the rally, i.e., their support of the 15 demands.
Up to now, our main emphasis of defense against
the court system has been the political education of
our lawyers. Because we have no money to pay lawyers, we've had to rely almost entirely on the public
defender's office, and on young lawyers from large
firms who have been designated by their senior partners to use the State cases to get some "trial experience."
The political education of the lawyers happens in
three ways:
First, the defendants educate them about the politics of the strike, so they know why we're on trial.
Second, we try to establish a new kind of relationship between lawyers and defendants. The defendants
and the S.F. State Legal Defense Committee assist the
lawyers at all stages of preparation for the trials, in
exchange, the lawyers have to agree that all decisions
on trial strategy will be made mutually by lawyers
and defendants.
Third, the actions of the D.A.'s and the judges
educate the lawyers about what goes on in a political
trial. Our lawyers have rpaidly lost all illusions they
may have had about the impartiality of the judicial
system.

The court system is the most powerfully entrenched
and legitimatized institution of repression in American society. Movement people on trial cannot win
against the courts in isolation.
Inside the courtroom, we need to show the lawyers and the jurors that we are on trial for our politics,
not for our "criminal" activity. Outside the courtroom, we need to begin to educate millions of people
about the real nature of the court system.
Until our courts are controlled by the people, there
will be no justice for the people.
The strikers desperately need your support to
continue our fight against the courts. Please send
what you can to:
San Francisco Legul Defense Committee
P.O. Box 31 158
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Project Concern in Tijuanaa
volunteer's experience
by Joy L. Stephens
Senior Dental Hygiene Student
Volunteering for work with Project Concern at Casa dc Todos in Tijuana with other
U.C. students this summer was one of the
most rewarding, satisfying, and enjoyable
experiences of my life.
The Mexican people living in the poorer
section of the city were warm, friendly and
appreciative of things we could do for them.
As a dental hygiene student I worked in the
dental clinic there and spent hours in the
small ten-bed pediatric and maternity hospital
which was adjacent to the dental clinic.
Daily Routine
I became familiar with the daily routine
and everyday activities of Casa dc Todos
which serves the needs of the less fortunate
people in the Colonia Aleman district of Tijuana. It is three miles from the American
border.
Includes Schoolrooms
Casa dc Todos includes not only a medical
and dental clinic and a small hospital, but
also three schoolrooms where Mexican instructors teach three hundred children.
No day was ever uneventful and each day
brought new and unique experiences.
When I awakened in my sleeping bag next
to my dental chair in the clinic, I never knew
what events, other than cleaning teeth, would
arise.
Penitentiary
One day I visited the Tijuana penitentiary.
The dental facilities were inspected and arrangements made by the dental students to return to do some emergency extractions. Another day we accompanied a deserted family
to four small children to an orphanage. And

what a heartbreak to have to part with them
after having loved and cared for them.
Another day brought a trip to the poorest
section of Tijuana, where, with the social
worker, we distributed week-old bread donated by an American bakery. In a dramatic journey, we took a small baby suffering from malnutrition and a congenital heart defect, across
the border to the University Hospital in San
Diego. We transferred at- the border to a
police ambulance in order to make use of
their oxygen equipment and speed.
Good Friends
Making friends with children in the hospital, helping to take care of the babies, making expectant mothers more comfortable,
and becoming good friends with the Mexican
nurses add to the pleasure of my experience
at the clinic.
My mornings were spent cleaning teeth
and sometimes in the afternoons, with the
help of a dental student who spoke Spanish, I
taught tooth-brushing to school children in
groups of five at a time. Every child received
a toothbrush and toothpaste.
Patient People
Having never studied Spanish I was not
hindered from doing my work. The Mexican people were so patient and helpful in
assisting me to learn their language, that in a
month's time I was able to carry on simple
conversations.
The many friends I made at Casa dc Todos
and the genuine friendliness of the Mexican
people makes me want to return to Tijuana
at Christmas.
After meeting and getting to know Dr. Jim
Turpin, the sincere founder of Project Concern which operates clinics in Vietnam, Hong
Kong, Appalachia, and Tijuana, one can better comprehend his enthusiasm and dedication to his motto, "Involved in Mankind."

Need a job?

Regents lecturer
Dr. James A. Shannon, former Director of
the National Institutes of Health, has been
named a Regents lecturer at the University
of California San Francisco Medical Center
during the Fall quarter, 1969. He will conduct
seminars in several departments and in the
Cardiovascular Research Institute.
On November 4, Dr. Shannon will lecture
on The Federal Role in Health. Open to the
public, the lecture will be held at 4 p.m. in the
Medical Sciences Auditorium.
Dr. Shannon, who is currently Scientific
Advisor to the President of the American
Academy of Sciences, was Director of the
National Institutes of Health from 1955 until
1968.

Those people interested in working for
Rachel Kellner in the ASUC office and for the
SYNAPSE staff have to qualify for the work
study program before they are eligible to be
paid.
Openings are still available and help is
still needed in both offices.
If you are interested in secretarial work
with office experience call Miss Kellner at
2010. Those interested in newspaper work
and advertising contact the SYNAPSE staff
at 2211.
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Viktor Frankl, M.D., Ph. D., Founder ofLogotherapy and Existential Analyst speaks at
Langley Porter A uditorium at a recent Dept. of
Psychiatry noon lecture.

Regents statement
on Davis ruling
Thomas J. Cunningham, the General Counsel of The Regents of the University of California issued the following statement concerning Los Angeles Superior Court Judge
Pacht's decision with respect to The Regents'
policy on the employment of Communists as
members of the University faculty:
"Today's ruling denied The Regents the
opportunity to present evidence why an admitted member of the Communist Party is
unable to teach objectively.
"The Board of Regents' policy, precluding
members of the Communist Party from serving on the faculty, is based solely on fitness to
teach in an educational system dedicated to
the principle of rational and objective search
for the truth; it is not based on testing the
individual's loyalty, personal political convictions, or affiliations.
"We feel that there should be a complete
trial of the important constitutional issues
raised by this case. Because today's decision
precludes such a trial, my office will take all
appropriate steps to bring about a reversal
of that decision."
(

Correction
The Millberry Singers meet on Monday evenings, not Wednesday evenings as reported in
the last issue of SYNAPSE.
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HEW AGE NATURAL FOODS

1326 9th AYE.
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NATURAL FOODS FOR THE
INTERNAL REVOLUTION
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mCHARD BAKEJUAPAN,]
BUDDHISM & ZEN
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PHONE 564-2144

HOURS: 10AM- 6:30PM Mon. Wed, Fri & Sat
10AM 9PM Tues& Thurs
SUNDAY 11 AM-6 PM

the Tuesday
Monday
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Tuesday, Oct. 28 and Wednesday, Oct. 29
Bto 10:30 p.m. each evening
First Unitarian Church, Franklin & Geary Sts., San Francisco
$3 general, $2 student (each evening)
Zen Buddhist priest Richard Baker returns from a year of study
in Japan. He will speak on "The Oriental Mind and Looking for
Buddhism in Japan" and "Buddhism and Japan and Zen".
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Viet Nam
War Moratorium
October 15

photos by suellen bilow

